Plasmonic Nanobilliards: Controlling Nanoparticle Movement Using Forces Induced by Swift Electrons
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ABSTRACT: Manipulation of nanoscale objects to build useful structures requires a detailed understanding and control of forces that guide nanoscale motion. We report here observation of electromagnetic forces in groups of nanoscale metal particles, derived from the plasmonic response to the passage of a swift electron beam. At moderate impact parameters, the forces are attractive, toward the electron beam, in agreement with simple image charge arguments. For smaller impact parameters, however, the forces are repulsive, driving the nanoparticle away from the passing electron. Particle pairs are most often pulled together by coupled plasmon modes having bonding symmetry. However, placement of the electron beam between a particle pair pushes the two particles apart by exciting antibonding plasmonic modes. We suggest how the repulsive force could be used to create a nanometer-sized trap for moving and orienting molecular-sized objects.
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During the past few years, increasing interest has been directed toward the plasmonic and photonic behavior of nanometer-sized metal and dielectric structures, to understand the coupling of light into subwavelength objects.¹ This coupling of optical energy into a confining structure results in enhanced local electric fields and can produce forces of tens of piconewtons, which have been widely used as “optical tweezers” to trap submicrometer sized particles.² If large enough, these forces also have the potential to alter local structure³ or to encourage nanoscale self-assembly.⁴ Scanning tunneling microscopy has also used subnanoscale electrostatic fields to trap and move atoms on low temperature surfaces.⁵ These techniques use electromagnetic interactions to move or confine nanoscale objects—atoms, molecules, and particles—on nanometer distances. In the absence of external fields, the collective behavior of valence and atomic core electrons also produce similar behavior—London dispersion, Debye, and Keesom forces—which have been investigated for many years.⁶ Thus, the controlled manipulation of external electromagnetic forces at nanometer and subnanometer length scales might lead to better understanding of the fundamental forces that hold all materials together.

Nonintersecting, or aloof, electron beam excitation of surface plasmons on surfaces and in nanoscale objects was first explored in the context of grazing incidence electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS),⁷ and soon after during the development of spatially resolved electron energy loss spectroscopy (srEELS) in the scanning transmission electron microscope (STEM).⁸,⁹ Excellent reviews of the rich set of phenomena accessible to these spatially resolved experiments have been given.¹⁰,¹¹ Recently, exciting new experimental and theoretical work has continued these studies for photonic, plasmonic, and novel surface excitations.¹²⁻¹⁸ With our increasing ability to produce angstrom-sized electron beams in the STEM,¹⁹,²⁰ it is now possible to investigate smaller particles, ranging in size down to single atoms. During this process, the particle is often modified: structurally altered, moved, or rotated under the electron beam.²¹⁻²³ Further, during the first use of subangstrom imaging, pairs of nanometer-sized Au particles were also observed to coalesce frequently.²⁵
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We have modeled this coalescent behavior theoretically, concluding that it is caused by attractive interparticle forces resulting from the coupling of surface plasmons on each particle, forming a lower energy plasmon mode having bonding symmetry.\textsuperscript{8,24,25}

This coupled behavior is also responsible for the large field enhancement that enables surface enhanced raman scattering in particle dimers.\textsuperscript{26–28}

In this report, we discuss the controlled manipulation of 1–2 nm Au particles singly, in pairs, and as part of nanoparticle groups, allowing a surprising range of possibilities to control nanoscale motion. For single nanoparticles, we demonstrate long-ranged attractive and short-ranged repulsive forces between the electron beam and the Au particles. To understand this behavior, we have calculated forces which arise from dipole and multipole dielectric polarization of particles in response to a swift electron passing at a small impact parameter. In dimer nanoparticle systems, we show that coalescence can be induced or prevented by appropriate beam placement and explain this behavior in terms of bonding and antibonding plasmonic interparticle coupling, respectively.\textsuperscript{24} Finally we suggest how the new repulsive behavior might be used to trap molecular-sized objects to move and rotate them on length scales of a few angstroms.

**Experimental Method.** In general, electron microscopy endeavors to minimize electron beam induced sample modification to obtain structure which is characteristic of the pristine material. In this experiment we have deliberately maximized conditions needed for modification to reveal mechanisms that promote movement. The nanoparticles are about 4× smaller than those commonly observed in the past. At 0.5–1.0 nm, in the presence of the carbon substrate, the smallest Au particles do not have compact perimeters, and their crystal structure is fluctuating among several possibilities, some of which are not stable in the bulk. The beam current density is also about 2× larger, and with the aberration corrected optics, the beam can be positioned closer to the nanoparticle than has been practical in the past. Even so, the detected movement of a single 1.5 nm nanoparticle at a distance of 4.5 nm from the electron beam is very small, about −0.03 nm/s as described in the Supporting Information, so these experiments require several tens of seconds for completion.

The experimental geometry is described in Figure 1A which shows an oblique view of image data for two Au nanoparticles on amorphous carbon. The data were recorded in a VG Microscopes, HB501 scanning transmission electron microscope, (STEM) fitted with a third-order aberration corrector to allow formation of a 0.8 Å electron beam at 120 keV acceleration energy.\textsuperscript{20} The STEM forms images by scanning the small beam in an x–y raster, using scattered electrons or other signals, to map materials structure. This *Scanned Area*, shown in Figure 1A (white lines), encloses small (<2 nm) target particles located within a larger *Neighborhood* which may include other, nonmoving large (>4 nm) particles. At the beginning of each line in the Scanned Area, the electron beam is stopped for about 20% of the line time, producing an *aloof* beam current density with respect to the Au particle, schematically illustrated by the pencil-shaped probe in the figure. Thus, the particles are influenced by the electron beam during x–y scanning, but they also experience electric fields from a *Stopped Beam*, positioned at the beginning of each line, to the left of the Scanned Area. During this time, the particle experiences polarization fields imposed by the passing electron beam, averaged over a range of impact parameters measured from the particle to the left edge of the scanned area, denoted by the doubled line in Figure 1A. During x–y scanning within the scanned area, the particle is directly sampled by the probe and experiences applied fields from many directions.\textsuperscript{23} In Figure 1B, we show a similar view for a suggested trapping experiment, where the probe is scanned around the perimeter of a pentacene molecule on a graphene substrate, producing an *aloof* probe having a rectangular shape.

**Theoretical Framework.** In Figure 2B, we compare forces for single spheres with pairs of spheres\textsuperscript{25} by evaluating the Maxwell stress tensor at the surface of a 1 nm radius sphere imposed by the total fields in the presence of a passing swift electron.\textsuperscript{26} In Figure 2A, we show four candidate beam-particle geometries for single spheres and pairs of spheres. The instantaneous transverse force that results from electron passage can be significant, of order 2–20 pN, compared with the ∼70 pN continuous force obtained with optical tweezers.\textsuperscript{23,3} Nanoparticles respond to a large number of these sharp impulse forces by occasionally moving from one stable place on the substrate to a new, nearby location. An unexpected result of the calculation is that while the force on a single sphere at moderate impact parameter is weakly attractive toward the electron beam (red curve), at small impact parameters it reverses sign, becoming strongly repulsive. This is surprising because a simple image charge model for an electron passing the surface of a metal predicts that the force should always be attractive. For small impact parameter, however, the
electric field imposed by the electron has significant inhomogeneity, exciting shorter wavelength, multipole, modes which accompany the appearance of repulsive forces. In pairs of spheres close together, polarization having bonding character pulls the spheres together for electrons passing outside (blue curve), while antibonding polarization for paths between the spheres forces them apart (black and pink points). The green curve, for a pair of spheres sufficiently close together, the momentum transfer is always negative, forcing the two spheres together. Positioning the electron beam between a pair (black and pink points) forces them apart.

Figure 2. (A) Summary of four physical geometries tested in this work. These include repulsive and attractive forces, distinguishing between dipole and multipole modes in single spheres, and bonding and antibonding modes in pairs of spheres. (B) Transferred momentum for various nanoparticle situations, including an isolated 1 nm radius Au sphere (red), pairs of 1 nm radius spheres separated by \( d = 0.25 \) nm (blue) and 0.5 nm (green), for electron impact parameter, \( b \). For the isolated sphere the momentum transfer is positive (toward the electron) for moderate impact parameter and negative (away from the electron) for small impact parameter. For a pair of spheres sufficiently close together, the momentum transfer is always negative, forcing the two spheres together. Positioning the electron beam between a pair (black and pink points) forces them apart.

Movement of Pairs of Nanoparticles. As discussed in earlier work, pairs of 1–10 nm Au clusters readily coalesce under the electron beam.\(^\text{23}\) Figure 4 shows two examples of this behavior, chosen to show that it is not very sensitive to the precise stopped beam location. In particular, it does not depend on which particle is chosen to show that it is not very sensitive to the precise stopped beam location. In either case, the smaller particle is driven toward its larger neighbor. This is direct evidence that this behavior is not due to intrinsic charges located on the spheres or to charges caused by secondary electron emission but rather due to polarization charges induced by the passing beam.

If the stopped beam area is positioned between the two particles, as shown in Figure 5A, and summarized schematically in Figure 1A, the result is a plasmonic mode having antibonding character, driving the particles apart. In this illustration, the center image shows an overlay of data from the scanned area during the directed force experiment. Interestingly, another larger particle in the upper right participates in the polarization process, biasing the small particle movement toward that particle. On the basis of other observations, the eventual outcome of this movement would be coalescence of the small particle with the particle in the upper right.

Movement in Groups of Nanoparticles. In Figure 5B, we consider a more complex situation, with several particles. As heating.\(^\text{22}\) None of these phenomena would produce the observed range of behavior.
summarized in the middle panel, we position the scanned area so that the stopped beam drives a coalescent force for a particle pair in the lower left, (indicated by the arrows) but a separating force for the smaller particle. The right panel shows that the desired behavior, toward coalescence for one pair and separation for the other, was readily obtained with the understanding gained by observation of the simpler geometries in the previous examples.

It is important to realize that, while the short ranged, repulsive forces are dominant in this example, the longer ranged dipolar field significantly influences the polarization behavior of the particle neighborhood.

**Conclusions.** In conclusion, this work identifies plasmonic forces as a source of movement in collections of nanoscale objects undergoing examination by electron microscopy. We have shown
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Figure 5. Movement of nanoparticles in more complicated situations. (A) When the stopped beam area is placed between two particles, antibonding polarization is induced and the smaller particle is forced away and, in this case, with a bias toward a neighboring particle. (B) When several particles lie within the neighborhood, multiple geometries occur, in this case, two moderately sized particles are pulled toward each other, while a third, smaller particle is pushed away. Time stamps identify image frames.

for the first time that both attractive and repulsive forces result from this, demonstrating deliberate manipulation of a single 1.5 nm Au nanoparticle, pairs of nanoparticles, and assemblies of several particles. These results are in agreement with calculations which predict a reversal of sign of the force at impact parameters comparable to the particle diameter. We see also variations with the impact parameter orientation in particle pairs (summarized in the Supporting Information), with the caution that many parameters in this experiment are challenging to control, including precision of the impact parameter, the beam current density, and the stopped beam position.

The reversal of the force in pairs, caused by the antibonding polarization for a beam position between the two spheres, is relatively strong, of order $10^2$ the coalescent forces, as summarized in Figure 2B above. It also corresponds to the so-called dark-mode surface plasmon, excited when the beam is located between the two particles.54 In the single particle case, the small impact parameter force reversal is accompanied by excitation of higher energy, short wavelength plasmonic modes, but at the present time, the detailed, microscopic explanation of the force reversal is the subject of ongoing effort to be reported later.

Aloof electron interaction at the nanoscale is a little like playing “billiards” with the nanoparticles, using many short pushes or pulls of billiard balls. Unlike billiards, however, the nanoparticle motion is limited by a large Stokes viscous drag caused by making and breaking bonds with the substrate, resulting in diffusive movement similar to Brownian motion, with the nonstochastic, directed electron impacts taking the role of random thermally driven atomic impacts for the Brownian case.55 There are several ways that this behavior might be used to constrain and guide a nanoscale particle. It may be possible to shape the electron beam density, making a hollow cone that fits over a nanoscale object, trapping it using the small impact parameter push, in effect creating nanoscale “tweezers”. Another possibility would be to trap the object by scanning the subangstrom probe along its perimeter. In this way, high aspect ratio objects could be oriented by rotating the perimeter scan, or they could be moved, with minimal direct impact by the electron beam. Pentacene, recently imaged using atomic force microscopy,56 is a good example of a nanoscale object that might be manipulated in this way. In Figure 1B, we show a simulation of this possibility, using a calculated STEM image of two pentacene molecules on a graphene substrate using a frozen phonon multislice STEM technique.57,58 One molecule is bonded to the graphene with half of its carbon atoms in registry with graphene atom positions.59 The second is held by the beam at a nonequilibrium angle with respect to the substrate. A third method would be to use a low beam current in a raster scan to image a nanoscale object under low dose conditions, while periodically pulsing the beam current to a higher value in a pattern that will trap, guide, or orient a molecule or particle. The experiments reported here, where the beam is periodically held motionless at the edge of the raster scan, in a well-defined line, are examples of this kind of operation.

In general, aloof swift electron interaction allows us to identify common behavior of nanoscale systems under electric fields. These may be external applied fields or fields originating in nearby structures—for instance, the highly local fields that can result from valence changes at an interface.60 We believe that the principles uncovered here are relevant to many other atomic and molecular phenomena. The appearance of a negative force between the electron beam and a nanoscale metal object at very small impact parameters is surprising and intriguing and illustrates that subangstrom electron beams present an extremely valuable tool for detailed investigation of the interaction of electric fields with molecular-sized objects. Finally, we think that this negative force will be useful in devising an electron-based trapping technique to manipulate atoms, molecules, and other nanoscale objects over angstrom-level distances.
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